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Abstract
Trust is an important aspect of mobile adhoc networks (MANETs). It enables entities to cope with
uncertainty and uncontrollability caused by the free will of others. Trust computations and management are highly challenging issues in MANETs due to computational complexity constraints, and the
independent movement of component nodes. This prevents the direct application of techniques suited
for other networks. In MANETs, an untrustworthy node can wreak considerable damage and adversely
affect the quality and reliability of data. Therefore, analyzing the trust level of a node has a positive
influence on the confidence with which an entity conducts transactions with that node. In this work
we present a detailed survey on various trust computing approaches that are geared towards MANETs.
We highlight the summary and comparisons of these approaches. In addition, we analyze various works
on trust dynamics including trust propagation, prediction and aggregation algorithms, the influence of
network dynamics on trust dynamics and the impact of trust on security services.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed collaborations and information sharing are considered to be essential operations in the
MANET to achieve the deployment goals such as sensing and event monitoring. Collaboration will
be productive only if all participants operate in a trustworthy manner [1]–[3]. MANETs are usually
deployed in harsh or uncontrolled environments, thereby heightening the probability of compromises
and malfunctioning as there is no centralized control unit to monitor the node operations. These characteristics force a component node to be cautious when collaborating/communicating with other nodes
as the behaviour of nodes change with time and environmental conditions. Therefore, establishing and
quantifying behaviour of nodes in the form of trust is essential for ensuring proper operation of MANET.
This is particularly important in large scale networks where highly heterogeneous entities participate and
high level of collaborations are required e.g., tactical networks with ally nations and social networks [4].
Heterogeneity could be in terms of nodes’ operations, sensing capabilities, and other related behaviour.
Trust system can also be used in assessing the quality of received information, to provide network
security services such as access control, authentication, malicious node detections and secure resource
sharing [5]–[8]. Therefore, it is important to periodically evaluate the trust value of nodes based on some
metrics and computational methods.
Trust computations in static networks are relatively simpler because the trust value here changes
mainly due to behaviour of nodes. After enough observations these behaviours are predictable. However,
in MANET trust computations are challenging because:
• There could be different types of mobility in MANETs such as low mobility (human walking
with sensors) or high mobility (mobility of sensors mounted on vehicle). The network composition
may significantly change with time in an unpredictable manner due to this mobility. When the
neighbour constantly changes, it becomes difficult to make observation and get enough opportunities
for interactions to measure the trust. Information received from the MANET nodes are more valuable
and trustworthy if they can be related to where and when the readings originated [9]. However, when
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the location is constantly changing, it is hard to associate the information and node behaviour with
locations.
• In the absence of centralized control station, monitoring the behaviour of nodes is very difficult. The
complexity in trust computations grows non-linearly without the centralized command center. The
worst case complexity of obtaining the trust level on every node by every other node in a network
of N connected nodes is O(N 2 ) [10].
Recently there has been much effort on various trust computing techniques with respect to MANET.
A detailed survey and summarization of these techniques are necessary for trust system designer to
understand the intrinsic of this domain.
There are some literature surveys available on trust in wireless sensor networks, social networks,
internet applications and cognitive networks [11]–[19]. Nevertheless, exhaustive/cohesive surveys handling MANETs are still lacking. There is a recent survey on trust management for MANET in [20].
However, this paper mainly handles various trust management issues including metrics, attack models
on trust management and applications. The detailed survey on various trust computation mechanisms,
trust dynamics and their inter operations are missing in [20]. These are all essential components of trust
system and seek a cohesive survey given the volume of literature available in these specific areas.
Our contributions: In this paper we attempt to fill the gap in the existing survey literature by providing
a focused survey on various trust computing methods and trust dynamics pertaining to MANET. We
consider trust propagation, aggregation and prediction as the main trust dynamics which can help in trust
computations. Our proposed MANET trust system contains the following functional blocks as shown in
Fig. 1:
• Trust computations based on metrics and definitions
• Trust propagation
• Trust aggregation
• Trust prediction
• Trust applications
First of all trust value of the node will be computed (trust computations) based on some metrics or
recommendations. This trust computation can be centralized or distributed as shown in Trust computations
block of Fig 1. These computed trust values will be propagated in the network so that the trust can be
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established between nodes which are not in immediate contact. While propagating the trust, trust values
from multiple paths will be aggregated to get a combined trust value which can be stored in the history.
The stored trust value will be used in the trust predictions and this predicted trust value will be further used
in the applications that need security. The stored trust value can also be used in the trust computation block
in the form of feedback knowledge. Therefore, trust computations, trust propagation, trust aggregation
and trust prediction blocks are closely interconnected in our envisioned trust system.
We organize this survey by keeping the envisioned model in Fig 1 as reference. Section II discusses
definitions, metrics and properties that are used to compute trust in various existing literature. Section III
gives detailed summarization of different approaches available on computing trust. Section IV provides
summary of the literature available on various trust dynamics. Survey of various literature on the application of trust in security is provided in Section V. Future research opportunities on trust and concluding
remarks are given in Section VI.
II. T RUST D EFINITION , M ETRICS

AND

P ROPERTIES

To compute the trust level on nodes, it is important to understand trust definition, metrics and various
trust properties that are employed in trust computations.
A. Definition
There are several definitions given to trust in literature. Trust can be reflected by reliability, utility,
availability, reputation, risk, confidence, quality of services and other concepts. Nevertheless, none of
these concepts can accurately describe the definition of trust. This is because trust is an abstract concept,
which combines many complicated factors [21].
Trust has received attention in several literatures: psychology, sociology, economics, political science,
anthropology and recently in wireless networks [22], [23]. Each literature approaches the problem with
its own disciplinary lens and filters. For example, while sociologists tend to see trust as relationship in
nature [24], [25], some psychologists consider it as a personal view/attribute [26]. Social psychologists
are more likely to consider trust as an interpersonal phenomenon [27] whereas Economists are more
inclined to view trust as a rational choice mechanism to increase its own utility [28].
With respect to MANET sense, these definitions can be classified into following:
1) Trust as risk factor: The definition given by Morton Deutsch [3] is more widely accepted than
many, and states that trusting behaviour occurs when an individual (node) perceives an ambiguous path,
the result of which could be good or bad, and the occurrence of the good or bad result is contingent on
the actions of another person. In [29], [30] trust is defined as a bet about the future contingent actions
of others.
2) Trust as belief: Trust is an individual’s belief and willingness to act on the basis of the words,
actions, and decisions of another [31]–[37].
3) Trust as subjective probability: Trust (or distrust) is a particular level of subjective probability with
which an agent will perform a particular action for a specified period within a specified context [16],
[38]–[41].
4) Trust as transitivity relationship: Trust is a weighted binary relation between two members of a
network. As an example, consider a network of intelligence gathering agents, organized in a hierarchical
manner. Trust could then be seen as the expectation of a person A (presumably high in the hierarchy)
that a person B (low in the hierarchy) is honest, as opposed, being a double agent [42].
Summary:
We can summarize the definition of trust in the MANETs perspective in the following way: The trust of
a particular node is a subjective assessment by an agent/other peer node on the reliability and accuracy
of information received from or traversing through that node in a given context.
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Trust reflects the belief or confidence or expectations on the honesty, integrity, ability, availability and
quality of service of target node’s future activity/behaviour. It also reflects the mutual relationships where
a given node behaves in a trustworthy manner and maintains reliable communications only with nodes
which are highly trusted by the given node.
B. Metrics
Trust has been evaluated using different metrics and different ways. We can classify the work on trust
metrics in the following categories:
1) Trust scale: Some schemes use continuous or discrete values to measure the level of trust. For
example, in [43]–[46] trust is described by a continuous value in [0, 1] and in [35] trust is measured as
discrete value in [−1, 1]. Threshold based approaches are also used to measure the trust. For instance in
[47], if the normalized amount of satisfaction with respect to the number of interactions is greater than
some threshold then the node will be considered as trustworthy.
2) Trust facets: In [48], a confidence value c in the interval [0, 1] and a trust value in the interval
[0, 1] together denote the trustworthiness of a node. The trust value (T) represents the observed trust
value and confidence value (C) represents the level of confidence a node has on the observed trust value.
Now the shortest distance from origin to (T, C) on a 2D rectangular plane denotes trustworthiness. In
[49], [50], the metric is a triplet (b, d, u) ∈ [0, 1]3 b + d + u = 1, where b, d, and u denote belief,
disbelief, and uncertainty respectively. Trust is represented in this triplet space as shown in Fig. 2. a.
3) Trust logics (probability, fuzzy): Some of the approaches use probability as metric for trust. [51],
[52] use the probability metrics to determine trust while [53] uses the ratio between number of packets
forwarded correctly to the total number of packets received as a trust metric. In [54] Beta distribution
is used. Here the bad and good experiences are used in the Beta distribution to obtain the trust value.
The Beta distribution plot for various Beta parameter p and fixed good experience factor α = 1.7, bad
experience factor β = 1.3 is shown in Fig. 2. b. The mean value of this distribution gives trust value.
Some literature use fuzzy logics to represent trust [35], [55]–[57]. In fuzzy logics, some labels (mainly
adjectives) from natural language are used for assigning values; each label represents a range of possible
values. For instance in Fig. 2. c trust value of range [−1.25, 1.25] denotes very low trust and so on. In
Fig. 2. c a node who has 0.25 trust is assumed to have 75% very low trust and 25% low trust [58].
Summary:
After analyzing the various metrics used for trust computations in the literature, we conclude that trust is
a relative factor and hence can be represented as a value either confined in the interval [−1, 1] (where
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the distrust can be represented by −1 and complete trust can be represented by 1 [35]) or through some
probabilistic metric.
C. Trust properties
Next, we deal with properties that are important for trust computations. Based on [59], [60], we consider
three main properties of trust that hold in trust networks: Asymmetry, Transitivity and Composability.
Asymmetry means, if A trusts B at a certain level, it does not necessarily mean that B trusts A at the
same level.
Transitivity property implies that trust can be passed along a path of trusting users. If A trusts B and
B trusts C, it can be inferred that A trusts C at a certain level.
Composability means that trust information received from all available paths can be composed together
to obtain a single opinion value.
III. T RUST COMPUTATIONS
Trust computations consist of three components: ‘experience’, ‘recommendation’ and ‘knowledge’ [61].
The ‘experience’ component of trust for each node is directly measured by their immediate neighbours and
kept updated at regular intervals in the trust table. The existing trust table is propagated to all other nodes
as ‘recommendation’ part of the trust. At a regular interval, the previously evaluated trust is included in
the current ‘knowledge’ component of total trust. Now either these three components individually or a
combination of them can be used in computing the trust.
The work on trust computations can be broadly classified into the following categories:
• Distributed trust computations: Every node computes its own value of trust on its neighbours
• Centralized trust computations: Central agent manages/helps the node in trust computations
We explain the research efforts on these subjects in detail in the following sections.
A. Distributed trust computations
Distributed trust computations can be classified as: Neighbour sensing (Direct trust), Recommendations
based trust (Indirect trust), and Hybrid method as shown in Fig 3.
Neighbour sensing (Direct trust):
Distributed trust computation based on neighbour sensing is illustrated in Fig 3. a, where every node
observes neighbours for their event reports and stores the reports in ‘knowledge’ cache. A trustor node
(trust measuring node) will compare its own observation report on event with the observation report it
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received from the trustee node (nodes trust need to be measured) and also from other close by neighbour
nodes. Trust factor will be determined based on amount of deviations between the observation reports
[62].
A trust establishment strategy based on packet routing and acknowledgement schemes for adhoc
networks is proposed in [63]. Trust of a particular node x is calculated by a node y as follows:
T = W (Rp ) × Rp + W (Rq ) × Rq + W (Re ) × Re + W (D) × D

(1)

where W (.) is a weight assigned to a particular event, Rp , Rq , Re , D are normalized route reply
misbehaviour factor, route request misbehaviour factor, route error misbehaviour factor and data delivery
misbehaviour factor respectively. The values of Rp , Rq , Re , D are determined as follows:
Rp =

Rps − Rpf
Rqs − Rqf
Res − Ref
Ds − Df
, Rq =
, Re =
,D =
Rps + Rpf
Rqs + Rqf
Res + Ref
Ds + Df

(2)

where Rps , Rqs , Res and Ds are the number of successful: route reply acknowledgement packets, route
request acknowledgement packets, route error acknowledgement packets and data delivery acknowledgement packets, respectively. Similarly Rpf , Rqf , Ref and Df are the number of failed packets.
A trust computation method based on direct observations to establish trust among sensor nodes is
proposed in [52]. Every node measures the trust of the other nodes by analyzing their behaviour over
time. For instance, x observes the behaviour of y and judges whether the behaviour is correct or not.
Each opportunity x has of observing the behaviour of y is recorded in an experience record cache. Over
the time, these experiences will become stale. Therefore, x will assign some weight values (decreasing
function with time) to the past history. Here trust is represented as mean trust value and a confidence
interval about the mean. Authors assume that xi is the inference by node x on node y ’s behaviour at
time i and the weight factor assigned to this inference is Wi . The mean value of inference over time n
is given by
n 

X
W
Pn i x i
(3)
x̄ =
i Wi
i

The value of Wi depends on both the behaviour of node y at ith experience as well as the trust value of
x in measuring the trust of y . Now the variance around the mean is given by
X  P (xi − x̄)2 
2
i
σ =
(4)
n−1
The weighted variance is given by
P
σ 2 Wi2
2
(5)
σW = P
( Wi ) 2

This weighted variance is used to create a confidence interval about the mean as follows
q
2 /n
x̄ ± tn−1,1−α/2 σW

(6)

where α is 0.10 for 90% confidence interval, 0.05 for 95% confidence interval, etc. The t in the above
equation represents the student − t distribution. If this confidence interval is sufficiently narrow then
x will proceed with its decision-making process. However, if the confidence interval is too wide then
additional experiences will be collected. Though, this method is proposed for adhoc sensor networks, it
is generic enough and can be applied to MANETs as long as the nodes are identified with some unique
address.
A distributed trust evaluation based on Bayesian network for MANET is proposed in [64], [65]. A
Bayesian network is a relationship network that uses Beta distribution combined with Bayesian estimate
to determine the trust relationships among the nodes. Beta distribution is initially employed to determine
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the prior trust relationship based on the past interactions. Then likelihood function is used to determine
the probability of success. Now, the prior trust level and likelihood functions are used in the Bayesian
posterior estimate to determine the final trust of the node.
Recommendation based trust:
Distributed trust computations based on recommendation systems is shown in Fig 3. b. Here, trust
relationships on nodes are established based on recommendations alone.
A trust establishment strategy based on local voting for adhoc networks is presented in [66]. A trust
network graph G is formed where nodes are connected if they are one hop away in terms of physical
transmissions. Now, every node has a trust value either +1 or −1 (+1 for full trust and −1 for untrust)
with the confidence of c ∈ [+1, −1] on every other node. In this voting scheme cij = 1 represents
completely positive confidence i has on j , cij = −1 represents completely negative confidence and
cij = 0 means totally uncertain, i.e i and j have no interactions. Trust relations are asymmetric, i.e
cij 6= cji . In the voting rule suppose node i is the target of trust evaluation, all the opinion values
on i from neighbours will be aggregated to form a trust value. Since the recommender itself may be a
misbehaving node, instead of just using summation as aggregation the authors propose an effective voting
scheme. The effective confidence value between i and j is given by:
cij + cji
(7)
ĉij =
2
Authors assume si (k) is the trust value of i at k th instance and the trust value at the k + 1th instance is
given by

1
if mi (k) > η
si (k + 1) =
−1 if mi (k) < η
where η is some threshold and mi (k) is given by
mi (k) =

X

ĉji sj (k)

(8)

j∈Ni

where Ni is the number of nodes in the small network in which every node is connected. Authors also
propose a global voting rule where instead of just Ni nodes, the opinion from all the nodes in the network
is considered in computing trust.
An extension of the work in [66] is presented in [67]. The evaluation process was modelled as a
generalized shortest path problem on a directed trust graph G(V, E), where nodes V represent entities,
and strength of edges E represent trust relations (strong or weak). The idea is to combine the trust value
and confidence value into a single opinion value from source to destination in a multihop communication.
A trust establishment scheme based on threat reports for MANETs is proposed in [68]. Every node is
equipped with an intrusion detection system (IDS). Every node monitors its one hop neighbour nodes and
generates “trust report” based on the neighbour nodes behaviour. Initially all nodes will have a random
unknown trust level on other nodes. Once the trust report is generated it will be either broadcasted to all
nodes or it can be flooded controllably in the network. In case any node generates false report it will be
detected by IDSs on neighbouring nodes. The IDS monitoring is capable of noticing large discrepancies
in trust reports and should broadcast the information about the false reports to all the nodes.
Hybrid method:
In this method the trust on a node is computed based on direct experience and also recommendations
from other nodes as shown in Fig 3. c.
A trust formulation based on linear combination of self evaluated trust (0 ≤ Ts ≤ 1) and other nodes
evaluated trust (0 ≤ To ≤ 1) for MANETs is proposed in [69]. The node x’s trust on node y is given by
Tx,y = αTs + βTo

(9)
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where the constants α and β are such that α + β = 1. Ts is computed by directly monitoring y for
total packets dropped by y , packet forwarding delay by y , packets misrouted by y and packets wrongly
injected by y . To is the collective trust evaluation by all other nodes on y . Authors propose following
four different ways to calculate To based on all evaluations:
1) Optimistic or Greedy approach: Trust report received from all nodes about y will be weighted by
their own trust value. Now, the maximum of weighted trust evaluation is selected as To .
2) Simple Average of Weighted Products: Average of weighted trust evaluation by all other nodes on
y is selected as To .
3) Weighted Average: Weighted average of weighted trust evaluation by all nodes on target node y is
selected as To .
4) Double Weighted Approach: Here each trust evaluation is divided by sum of all trust evaluations.
This factor is used as weighting function in calculating the weighted average of weighted trust
evaluation.
An approach similar to Eq. (9) is analyzed in [70]. The trust evaluation of node a about node b (Ta (b))
is given by
Ta (b) = (1 − α)Qa (b) + αRa (b), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Qa (b) ≤ 1, 0 ≤ Ra (b) ≤ 1

(10)

where Qa (b) represents the trust node a has on node b based on its own observations and Ra (b) is the
aggregate value of the recommendations from all other neighbors about b. Now
Qa (b) = βEa (b) + (1 − β)Ta (b), 0 ≤ β ≤ 1

(11)

where Ea (b) represents the trust value obtained by the judgment of the actions of b and Ta (b) gives the
last trust level value stored about node b on node a.
A time-sensitive and context-dependent reputation schemes are proposed in [71] for MANETs. Here the
combination of direct trust and recommended trust is termed as reputation. In the case of time-sensitive
reputation scheme the recent behaviours are given more weight than the past history. In context-specific
reputations, if a particular target context does not generate much data, then the reputations on this target
context can be derived from other context which has good amount of data about the target.
In [72] the trust value of node i on node j at time t + 1 (Tji (t + 1)) is computed as combination of
direct trust of i on j at time t (DTji (t)) and recommended trust on j to i by some other nodes at time t
(RTji (t)) as follows
T i (t + 1) = α × DTji (t) + (1 − α) × RTji (t), 0 ≤ α ≤ 1

(12)

An information theoretic framework to quantitatively measure the trust for distributed adhoc networks
is given in [73] and [74]. A distributed scheme is designed to acquire, maintain and update trust records
based on the packet forwarding behaviour of nodes. For illustration, assume that node x wanted to
measure the trust level of node y and p = P (x, y, task) is the probability of y performing the “task ” in
the point of view of x. Now, the trust value on y measured by x with respect to “task ” is given by

1 − H(p) if 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 1
T (x, y, task) =
H(p) − 1 if 0 ≤ p ≤ 0.5
where H(p) = plog2 (p) − (1 − p)log2 (1 − p).
Trust computation based on evidences collected from other users and also the self evidences is proposed
in [75], [76]. Dempster-Shafer theory is used to combine the evidences. In Dempster-Shafer theory basic
probability assignment (bpa) is used to model the direct interactions between two nodes [77]. The belief
function (Bel) is used to model the belief factor on the nodes with which a particular node never interacted.
Bel is formulated based on recommendations. Now, the Dempster-Shafer rule of combination is employed
to combine Bel and bpa to determine the final trust.
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A trust representation based on probability-certainty density function (PCDF) is proposed in [78].
PCDF is derived using the probability and certainty notions. An extension of this work is presented in
[79]. A mechanism is provided to update the trust values of nodes, based on the behaviours they exhibit.
Following the similar procedure in [80] the trust of a node is modelled in two spaces i.e., evidence space
and belief space. In evidence space, the trust value of a node y is represented in terms of r, s, where
r ≥ 0 is the number of positive evidences and s ≥ 0 is the number of negative evidences (r + s ≥ 0).
r
, is the average trust in evidence space. In the belief space, a trust value is modelled as a
Now, α = r+s
triplet b, d, u, where b, d, u ≥ 0 and b + d + u = 1. A bijective trust transformation is used to transform
the trust from evidence space to belief space.
A trust computing framework based on transaction-based feedback for a structured P2P network is
proposed in [47]. Authors assume that I(u) denotes the total number of transactions performed by node
u with all other peers, p(u, i) denotes the other participating peers in node u’s ith transaction, S(u, i)
denotes the normalized amount of satisfaction node u receives from p(u, i) in the ith transaction, Cr(v)
denotes the credibility of the feedback submitted by v , T F (u, i) denotes the adaptive transaction context
factor for node u’s ith transaction, and CF (u) denotes the adaptive community context factor for node
u. Now the trust value of node u is,
T (u) = α

I(u)
X

S(u, i)Cr(p(u, i))T F (u, i) + β × CF (u)

(13)

i=1

where α is the normalized weight factor for the collective evaluation and β is the community context
factor.
A hybrid trust evaluation scheme using the approach of Trust Overlay Network (TON) for P2P network
is proposed in [81]. In the TON local trust scores between peers are represented as connection strength in
the graph. The number of feedbacks an user sent to others is indicated by the out-degree of the peer node.
The number of feedbacks an user received from others is represented as the in-degree of a peer node.
Now the global reputation values are chosen from the local trust value of ToN using random Markov
walk.
A reputation scheme using distributed polling for P2P networks is proposed in [82]. In this approach
resource requesters assess the reliability of a resource offered by a participant using the distributed polling.
This P2P trust model works on the basis of both direct ‘experience’ and also ‘recommendation’ from
other peers.
A detailed comparison of different distributed trust computing schemes with respect to context in use,
advantages, complexity and performance limitations is provided in Table I.
The absence of fixed trust infrastructure, limited resources, ephemeral connectivity, shared wireless
medium and physical vulnerability make distributed trust establishment challenging. To overcome these
problems, some of the literature propose trust establishment in adhoc networks using a number of
assumptions including the presence of an omnipresent central trust authority or trust agent. In the following
section we review some of the trust establishment schemes based on trust agents.
B. Centralized trust establishment
Most of the work on the centralized trust establishment assumes a Trust Agent (TA) which can be
accessible by all nodes in the group as shown in Fig. 4. Here the TA either computes the trust for the
whole community or assist the nodes in their trust computations by providing the initial trust values on
target nodes. There could be one or many TAs based on the size of the network.
A centralized cluster head based trust computation is proposed in [84]. Every node in the cluster first
obtains the initial trust value on every other node from the cluster head. Now a node will combine its
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Table I
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTED TRUST COMPUTING MECHANISMS
Authors
and Year

Context in use

Trust and performance
metrics

M.
J.
Probst et.
al, 2007
[52]

Based on observing the neighbours
behaviour over the
time.

Trust is a fractional value
in [0, 1]. Convergence
time, memory cache requirements are analyzed.

A.
A.
Pirzada et.
al, 2006
[63]

Routing based direct trust calculations.

S. Buchegger et. al,
2004 [64],
C. Zouridaki et. al,
2005 [65]

Past actions and
present behaviour
are combined in
Bayesian estimate
to determine trust.

T. Jiang,
2006
[66]
G.
Theodorakopoulos,
2006 [67]
Z. Liu et.
al, 2004
[68]

Based on local voting.

L. Xiong
et.
al,
2004 [47]

Based on feedback
recommendation
and
own
evaluations
in
P2P network.

P. B. Velloso et. al,
2010 [70]

Based
on
recommendation
aggregation
and
also
neighbour
sensing.
Measurement
based on packet
forwarding
behaviour.

Y. L Sun
et. al, 2006
[73], [74]

B. Yu et.
al, 2002
[75] and
N. Wilson
et. al 2000
[77]

Trust
evaluation
based
on
controlled flooding
recommendations.

Works
based
on both direct
interactions
and
also
evidences
collected.

Advantages

Direct trust computations
Accumulates the past behaviours and weigh them
based on time. Hence the
trust computation is precise. No single point failure.
Trust is a fractional value Works based on existing
in [0, 1]. Performance of request and acknowledgeAODV and DSR proto- ment schemes in AODV
col have been analyzed and OLSR protocols. This
with the proposed trust local trust is precise [41].
No single point failure.
scheme.
Trust is measured as No single point failure.
probability value. The
improvement of trust
for various numbers of
observations has been
analyzed.
Recommendation based trust
Trust is measured in Combines the trust mea[−1, 1].
Bad
nodes surement with the confirecognition rate is used dence value using semiring
principle. Hence the trust
as performance metric.
is represented in a precise
way.
Trust is measured in No additional hardware or
[0, 1].
computations required.

Trust
is
measured
in [0, 1]. Transaction
success
rate
and
malicious node detection
rate
are
used
as
performance metrics.
Trust is measured in
[0, 1]. Trust convergence
and asymptotic error
behaviour are analyzed.
Trust is measured as entropy in [0, 1]. Adaptive
change in trust value for
various number of compromised nodes has been
anaylsed.
Trust is represented as
belief function which is
a probability measure.
Trust convergence has
been analyzed in detail.

Hybrid trust
Feedbacks are weighted
based on credibility factors
and also community context is taken into account.
This can provide accurate
results.
The recommendation aggregations and combining
the recommendations with
self measurement can increase the trust accuracy.
Trust calculation is based
on actions and task. Hence
this approach is generic
enough and can be applied
in any networks.
This approach is generic
enough to be used in all
situations where the evidences are independent. No
single point of failure.

Complexity

Performance and limitations

Requires
memory
to
store
the
past
experiments.
Computational
complexity to determine
the t-distributions.
Additional
hardware
to monitor the packet
drop/forward event of
neighbours.

Trust computation is completely local and biased.

Observation collection
and Bayesian calculations requires memory
and computational complexity.

Measurement is totally instantaneous and may not be
precise.

Extra memory to store
the recommendations.
Computational
complexity in semiring
combining.

It does not consider the historical behaviour of nodes.

Flooding will
communication
heads.

create
over

The convergence time in
trust computations and
readjustments are high.

Communication
over
head
in
collecting
the
feedback
recommendations.

The feedback can be represented only in binaries 0
or 1. Hence the feedback
recommendations may not
be accurate.

Memory requirement to
store the past value.

This approach will be ineffective in spare networks.

Additional hardware to
sense the neighbours.
Computational
complexity
in
calculating the entropy
and trust.
Computational
complexity of belief
function generation and
also Dempster-Shafer
theory of evidence
combining.

It does not use either
recommendations or the
past observations. Hence
the trust measurement is
totally instantaneous and
node dependent.
Dempster-Shafer
theory
can
work
only
for
combining
independent
evidences [83].

Specific to routing. Nodes
should monitor neighbours
all the time to construct
and update trust relations.
Computed trust is biased.
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TA

Figure 4.

Pictorial representation of the TA based centralized trust computation methods

own calculated trust value on neighbour based on experience with the initial trust value obtained from
the cluster head. For instance, node i evaluates the trust of node j (φ(i, j)) as follows:
φ(i, j) = T (i, j) × α + T (H, j) × (1 − α) × β

(14)

where T (i, j) is the trust value calculated by node i on j based on successful data delivery rate and
successful experience rate, T (H, j) is the initial trust value obtained from cluster head on node j and
β is malicious factor (β = 0 denotes malicious and β = 1 denotes non-malicious). Now all nodes will
report their trust evaluation by all nodes on the target node to cluster head. Cluster head will multiply
each evaluation value with the trust value of the provider and then average them all to determine the
final trust value. This trust value will be distributed to all the nodes as trust certificate.
An agent-based trust and reputation management scheme for MANET is proposed in [85], [86]. Authors
assume n number of reputation assistants. A node C who wants to evaluate the trust of the neighboring
node x will query its reputation assistants about this neighboring node x. After receiving the trust values
from its reputation assistants, C uses the weighted means to measure the nodes final trust and then makes
the corresponding decision. The following formulae are used to determine the final trust of C on X (T )
Pn
T rustRAi ,X
(15)
T rustAV G = i=1
n
T rustRAi ,X
wi =
(16)
T rustAV G
P
T rustC,X + ni=1 wi × T rustRAi ,X
(17)
T =
n+1
where T rustAV G is the average agent (reputation assistant) trust on X , T rustRAi ,X is the trust of
reputation assistant i on X , wi is the weight given to trust value obtained from assistant i and T rustC,X
is the self measured trust of node C on X .
A trust modelling scheme for a group of nodes (group trust) based on cluster head approach is proposed
in [87]. The entire network is divided into number of small groups and every group has a cluster head
and all the cluster heads are connected to the base station. Inside the group, distributed trust management
approach is used. For instance, inside a group node x calculates the trust on node y based on both direct
interaction (P Ix,y ) and peer recommendation (P Rx,y ). The direct trust (P Ix,y ) is evaluated by storing
the past actions. The recommended trust on y is calculated as follows:
i
Pn−1 h
T
V
×
T
V
x,i
i,y
i=1
(18)
P Rx,y =
n−1
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Table II
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CENTRALIZED TRUST COMPUTING MECHANISMS
Authors
and year
S.
S.
Park et.
al 2008
[84]

Context in use

Advantages

Complexity

Clustering
based
trust
computations.

Trust and performance
metrics
Trust is measured in
the interval [0, 1] using
Beta distribution.

The computed trust is
global and not biased.

Complexity in maintaining the cluster and
electing the cluster
heads.

A. Boukerche et.
al 2008
[85], Y.
Ren et.
al 2008
[86]

Nodes query the
agents for the initial trust and then
calculates the final
trust value based
on averaging.

Trust is defined in the
interval [0, 1]. Malicious node handling,
security over head and
community sizes have
been analyzed.

This scheme can handle collusion attack well
as the trust is bootstrapped from the reputation agent.

R.
A.
Shaikh
et.
al
2006
[87]

Cluster
head
aggregates
the
trust
reports
received
from
individual nodes
and
determines
the final trust.
Based
on
a
centralized Trust
Block
which
collects votes and
calculates
the
trust.

Trust is presented as
fuzzy logic in the intervals {0 − 0.4, 0.4 −
0.6, 0.6 − 1}. Memory
requirements have been
analyzed.

Global trust value.

Trust is confined in the
range [0, 1]. The impact on trust computations by increasing the
peer numbers has been
analyzed.

This trust
be made
changing
tion unit
Block.

Infrastructural
complexity
of
maintaining
more
than one trust agents
and
the
reliable
communications from
the agents to the
nodes.
Complexity
of
maintaining
high
trustworthy
communication
between
cluster
heads and cluster
heads to base station.
Infrastructural
and
computational cost of
hosting Trust Block.

B.
Lagesse
et.
al
2009
[88]

algorithm can
adaptive by
the presentaof the Trust

Performance and limitations
The computed trust may
not be precise with respect
to single particular node.
Cluster head can be single
point of failure.
This scheme will perform
well as long as number of
reputation agents are high.

Cluster head can be single
point of failure.

Trust Block could be single
point of failure.

where T Vx,i is the trust value of node i calculated by node x and T Vi,y is the trust value on node y sent
by node i and n is the total number of nodes in the group. The final trust value on y by x is the average
of P Ix,y and P Rx,y . This trust value will be sent to cluster head. The cluster head will determine the
trust value of other cluster heads based on interactions and then forward all the information to the base
station. Base station will then decide the trust factors (fully trust, untrust or uncertain).
Trust evaluations for pervasive systems using a framework called Distributed Trust Toolkit (DTT)
is presented in [88]. DTT has two abstractions namely: Trust Blocks and Trust Groups. Trust Block
contains everything needed to compute the trust of a node. Trust Block has three modular components
to compute the trust: Computing, Presentation and Protocol. The computing component is responsible
for implementing the algorithms involved in computing the trust values. The presentation component
makes policy decisions based on data gathered by the computing component. The protocol component
implements network-based trust protocols and allows the DTT to inter operate with legacy trust systems.
Trust groups are formed between nodes on the basis of both mutual trust and the expectation that they will
benefit by joining the group. In this dynamic group a strong and powerful node in terms of computation
and power backup will be elected to host the Trust block.
Comparison of different centralized trust computing schemes with respect to context in use, advantages,
complexity and performance limitations is provided in Table II.
C. Attack model
Trust computations and management can be attractive target for attackers since major decisions can
be taken based on the trust computations. In this section we identify some possible attacks for the trust
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schemes in MANETs and then compare trust computing schemes based on these attacks.
1) Denial of service attack (DOS): In the DOS attack the attackers send as much trust recommendations
as possible to consume the large amount of computing resources in the trust calculating nodes [89]. DOS
attack can be successfully handled in neighbour sensing trust computing method as it does not depend
on the trust reports. However, the rest of the trust computing methods can be affected by DOS attack.
2) Bad mouthing attack (BMA): Bad mouthing attack occurs when a node gives bad recommendation
intentionally about other nodes. This attack is very common in recommendation based trust computing
methods [90]. All other trust computing methods can handle BMA well because mostly they are based
on the aggregations of multiple observations [12].
3) On-off attack (OOA): In this type of attacks malicious entities can opportunistically behave good
and bad as per the importance of situation [91]. To handle the OOA the observation made long time ago
should not carry the same weight as that of recent one [92]. In the case of neighbour sensing, mostly
the recent samples are taken into account for trust calculations [52]. In all the remaining methods the
observations made by many sources are collected and aggregated together. As long as the on period
(active attack period) is larger than off period and also the number of attackers are less, at least few
of the observing node can pick up the bad behaviour of the node [92]. Therefore, OOA attack can be
successfully handled by all the trust computing methods.
4) Conflicting behaviour attack (CBA): In this attack, malicious entities behave differently towards
different nodes. For example, it can give a good recommendation about particular node to one group of
nodes and bad recommendation about the same node to other set of nodes. These conflicting recommendations can confuse the trust evaluation system and eventually degrade the performance. For the same
reasons as that of OOA, CBA also can be handled by all the trust computing methods.
5) Sybil attack (SA): In Sybil attack a malicious node will create several fake IDs. These fake IDs
can share or even take the blame, which should be given to the actual malicious node [93], [94]. In
[95] it is shown that without the centralized authority it is always possible to launch the SA. Even in
the case of centralized systems when the Sybil identities are large in number, the aggregation operation
may rule the attacker as genuine node [96]. Multiagent based trust computations can handle the SA as
the collaborations among various agents can detect the fake identities [97]. However, the cost paid is the
infrastructural complexity.
6) Camouflage attack (CA): In camouflage attack, the dishonest users attempt to build up trust by
always reporting as per the observed majority. After they earn enough trust values, they behave dishonestly
only for specific occasions. CA can be detected as long as the number of bad behaviours is significantly
large and the bad behaviours are given high penalty [92], [98]. However, when the number of bad
behaviours are less both neighbour sensing and recommendation based schemes can be affected by this
attack as the attackers can easily get away with good trust scores. Centralized trust schemes can detect
these behaviours since in these schemes there are large number of observers observing the target node.
7) Collusion attack (CoA): Collusion attacks are engendered by more than one malicious node collaborating and giving false recommendations about normal nodes through the recommendation parameters.
Neighbour sensing works based on direct observation of each node. Hence, it is not prone to collusion
attacks [99] and also the hybrid approach [81]. However, all other trust computing methods can suffer
significantly by CoA.
8) Newcomer attacks (NCA): In this attack, the attacker simply leaves the system and joins again
hoping to flush out the previous bad history and to accumulate new trust [100]. Recommendation based
systems and centralized trust computing system can handle NCA well as some of the neighbour node
of the malicious attacker can detect this behaviour and report it. However, neighbour sensing based on
present action, can suffer considerably by this attack.
These are all widely discussed and generic attack models for the trust computations. Apart from these,
some application specific attack models are discussed in [20], [101], [102].
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Trust computations for
MANET

Distributed trust
computations

Neighbour sensing
References: [52], [61-64]

Figure 5.

Recommendation based
methods
References: [65-67]

Centralised trust
computations

Hybrid methods
References: [47], [68-71],
[73-78], [80-81]

Trust agent based
methods
References: [83-87]

Trust computing methods classifications

Table III
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TRUST COMPUTING MECHANISMS WITH RESPECT TO VARIOUS ATTACK MODELS
Trust Schemes

Neighbour sensing
Recommendation based methods
Hybrid methods
Trust agent based method

Different Attacks
DOS
BMA
OOA
CBA
Distributed trust computations
X
X
X
X
×
×
X
X
×

X
X
X
Centralized trust computations
×
X
X
X

SA

CA

CoA

NCA

×
×

×
×

X
×

×
X

×

X

X

X

×

X

×

X

Summary:
Trust computation methods can be chosen based on the deployment region, applications, level of infrastructure available and the level of precision required. While distributed computations are precise and do
not suffer from single point of failure, they are not global in nature and are biased. On the other hand
centralized trust computations are global but suffer from single point of failure. The detailed comparison of
various trust computations methods under the categories of distributed and centralized trust computations
are given in Table I and Table II respectively. Classifications of different trust computing schemes and
also the corresponding references used in this paper are given in Fig 5. A broader level comparison of
these two categories of trust computing methods with respect to the attack model is provided in Table III
where X denotes successful handling and × denotes unsuccessful handling.
IV. DYNAMICS

OF TRUST

The evolution of trust over time is called the dynamics of trust. Trust is a dynamic phenomenon.
Trust changes with time, experience, and the state of different sources it is based on (e.g., environment,
mobility etc). The trust dynamics can be characterized by the following phenomena: trust propagation,
prediction and aggregation. In the following we survey the research contributions in these three major
trust dynamics.
A. Trust propagation:
Once the trust is computed on target by any of the nodes, the resources spent on recomputation of
trust by other nodes can be reduced if the computed trust gets propagated in the network. For instance,
in Fig 6 if node A gets to know the trust value of node X through node B, C , then node A can actually
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B tells Node A
about X
B
A

A trusts B

C tells Node B
about X

B trusts C
C

Node C’s
observation about
Node X based on
interactions
X

C trusts X

Figure 6.

Propagation of trust in a simple straight chain

avoid the explicit trust computation on node X . This is particularly important in MANETs, which feature
lack of infrastructure, autonomy, mobility and resource scarcity. Recommendation is the simplest case
of trust propagation. Mostly recommendation is from an immediate direct neighbour. On the other hand,
trust propagation can be of multi hop. Trust propagation is based on the transitivity property of trust.
The core factor to be considered for trust propagation is cooperation in the network in transporting the
trust information. If not every node, at least majority of the nodes should cooperate in transporting the
trust information.
A trust propagation approach based on the concept of web of trust for mobile networks is proposed
in [103] where a web of trusted nodes give rating about the unknown nodes. Based upon this web of
trust opinion values, individuals can determine the trust of other individuals (in technical parlance, they
propagate trust to other individuals) from whom they have never received content before. Individuals
then decide whether to accept the content or not, according to these opinions. The key idea is that each
mobile device stores a very limited subset of the web of trust. On that subset, it then applies a machine
learning technique for propagating the trust.
Trust propagation in mobile wireless networks using small world concept is proposed in [104]. Here,
the trust value is propagated by a transitive graph and this graph confines to the small world phenomenon.
Therefore, a node can usually find an authenticating node within few hops. Trust value of this node will be
computed by the nodes along the path to the authenticating node. Trust propagation based on transitivity
graph is also proposed in [105].
Propagation of trust using the social neighbourhood is proposed in [106]. Here a node a assumed to
propagate the trust on node b to all its one-hop neighbours (assume set S ) at the same level of trust.
That is, trust is assumed to propagate at the same level to all one-hop neighbours. Now all the one-hop
neighbours of set S are assumed to get trust level on node b which is degraded by a factor d. This trend
continues until the trust level goes below than a threshold.
A trust propagation approach in a highly mobile overlay network using Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
is considered in [107]. In order to retrieve information in the distributed and mobile network, DHTs use
concepts called Chord, Pastry to store the trust information. These DHTs will hash the network structure
into a simple and self-adaptive logical structure. It propagates the trust information into the network,
and the retrieve step is bounded by log(N), where N is the number of nodes. This work uses original
evidence as trust information, and propagates them under the rule of hash tables.
Propagation of the security credentials and trust information by using mobility is analyzed in [108].
There are certain policies considered: e.g., Friend nodes can carry the trust information and forward them
as an authority device. When users meet, they are naturally given the possibility to visually identify each
other. The decision to set up a security association between two nodes is based on this physical encounter.
To support the mechanism of security association and trust information transition between physically close
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Table IV
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TRUST PROPAGATION APPROACHES
Authors
and year
D. Quercia
et. al 2007
[103]

Context in use

E.
Gray
et. al 2003
[104]

Trust propagation using small world network.

S.
Trifunovic
et. al 2010
[106]

Trust
propagation
using
social
neighbours.

D. Ingram
2005 [107]

Trust information are
exchanged through
overlay
network
using
Distributed
hash table.

S. Capkun
et. al 2003
[108]

Personal
meetings
are
used
for
trust
information
exchange.

N. Cheng
et. al 2011
[109]

Rendezvous
based
trust propagation.

Trust
propagation
and
computations
using
machine
learning and web of
trust.

Trust and Performance
Metrics
Trust is measured in terms
of user ratings. Performance of this approach is
analyzed in terms of communication, storage and
computational overheads.
Not applicable. No analysis
done.

Advantages

Complexity

It uses simple logic
for the trust propagation where the propagated trust is weighed
with the trust rating
of users.
Simple
approach.
Trust is propagated
through
mutually
known acquaintance.

Graph theoretic approach may become
complex in large size
network.

Trust is measured in [0, 1].
Degradation of trust along
the path as the hop length
increases is used as performance metric.
Trust is stored and distributed in the form of evidences. Performance has
been analyzed in the presence of collusion attack.

Natural way of trust
propagation. No extra
mechanism required.

No additional complexity.

Scalable and attack
resistance model.

Complexity in building and maintaining
the hash table at each
node.

Trust is propagated in the
form of evidences. Dissemination of security services
and its convergence time
for various mobility models
are analyzed.
Probability of malicious
node detection is considered as performance metric.

This approach has
minimum over head
as the information
are
exchanged
through secure short
range channel.
Uses natural mobility
of nodes. Less over
head
compared
to flooding based
methods.

Cost
associated
with
establishing
secure
channel,
key generation and
management are very
high.
Minimal complexity.

No additional complexity.

Performance and limitations
This approach will not
work when malicious
node alters their ratings.

Cannot work when one
of the mutual acquaintance misbehaves in the
shortest path of small
world network.
Trust is assumed to
degrade automatically
as the hop length increases. This may not
be true always.
Hash
table
maintenance
and
distribution
will
introduce
extra
communication
and
storage over head.
Performance of this approach depends on the
mobility patterns and
density of the node.

Trust convergence time
is higher compared
to
flooding
based
approach.

by nodes, authors assume that each device is equipped with a secure short range connectivity system (e.g.,
infra-red or wire). In this system mobility can influence the propagation of security and trust information
because mobile nodes have more opportunity to interact with many new nodes than static nodes [74].
A rendezvous based trust propagation scheme for MANET is proposed in [109]. Trust requester and
trust provider send out trust-request and computed-trust tickets respectively, which will meet in some
common rendezvous node with certain probability. The probability of node meeting in common point is
analyzed using birthday paradox. The computed-trust will then be propagated to the requester along the
trustworthy path.
Comparison of different trust propagation schemes in MANETs is provided in Table IV.
B. Aggregation
When the trust value on a particular target node propagated through multiple paths, multiple versions
of this are received at the destination. Now the aggregation operation at the destination can combine these
values together to obtain a single trust value. Trust aggregation is based on the composability property of
trust. The chain of nodes that transmits the trust information about target node to the trust requesting node
constitutes a trust path. The malicious behaviour of one or more nodes on the trust path can alter the trust
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information received at the destination. However, when the destination node receives trust value through
multiple paths, if one path (e.g. the shortest) yields an unacceptably low level of trust, and other parallel
paths yield better trust values, then they can be chosen based on the aggregation operations used. Hence,
the aggregation can play important role in suppressing some of the malicious activities. The important
factor to be considered for aggregation is the computational complexity. The nodes should be capable of
executing the aggregation operations.
In mathematical sense, trust aggregation problem consists of aggregating n-tuples of observed trust
values, all belonging to a given set (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ), into a single value of the same set (y ) as follows:
y = Aggre(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )

(19)

Operators:
Assume that, there are n nodes inferring trust about a particular node and report the trust value [0, 1]n to
a trustor node. The aggregated trust using operator ⊕ should lie in [0, 1]. Now, the important conditions
for aggregation operator ⊕ are [110]
1. Boundary condition:
Aggre(0, 0, . . . , 0) = 0, Aggre(1, 1, . . . , 1) = 1
(20)
2. Non decreasing conditions
If yi > xi ∀ i
Aggre(x1 , x2 , . . . , yi , . . . , xn ) > Aggre(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn )

(21)

Based on these conditions some basic operators like arithmetic mean, weighted mean and min-max
functions can be used as trust aggregation operators [110], [111].
Trust aggregation using subjective logic is proposed in [112]. The authors assume that E = (r, s)|r > 0, s > 0
is the observed trust in evidence space, B̂ = (b, d, u)|b > 0, d > 0, u > 
0, b + d + u = 1 is a trust 
in belief
space and Z(r, s) is a transformation from E to B̂ such that Z(r, s) = (B(r, s), D(r, s), U (r, s) where
r+1
s+1
, D(r, s) = α
, U (r, s) = 1 − α
(22)
r+s+2
r+s+2
Let us assume node 1 observes E1 (r1 , s1 ) about some node x and node 2 observes E2 (r2 , s2 ) about the
same node x and Z1 = (b1 , d1 , u1 ) and Z2 = (b2 , d2 , u2 ) are transformations from E1 and E2 to belief
space respectively. Z1 ⊕ Z2 = Z = (b, d, u) is aggregated trust in B̂ space, where b = B(r1 + r2 , s1 + s2 ),
d = B(r1 + r2 , s1 + s2 ), u = B(r1 + r2 , s1 + s2 ). The inverse transform from B̂ to E can give the real
trust value. Similar aggregation approach is followed in [113].
Iterated belief revision operator [114] is used in [115] to aggregate the trust received from many
agents. The node a has some belief about some node x. Now, a receives recommendation about x from
the trust agents/other peer nodes. Based on these recommendations node a revises the belief on x. Two
aggregation criterion have been considered: (max, max, α) this criteria maximizes the trust upon the
maximally trusted node in the resulting aggregation and (min, mean, β) minimizes the mean of the
differences in trust on the nodes before and after the aggregation.
A gossip based trust aggregation with the gossip average function Push-Sum as an aggregation operator
is proposed in [116]. Push-sum is a weighted average aggregation operator derived in [117]. A rumour
(trust value about particular node) starts from one node. A node that knows the rumour spreads it to
another node chosen uniformly at random. This way rumour can reach all nodes quickly. Once the trustor
node receives rumours from many sources, Push-sum operator will be applied to aggregate the rumour
values.
Trust aggregation using probabilistic approach is proposed in [118]. Two aggregation schemes have
been proposed as shown in Fig 7: sequence aggregation and parallel aggregation. Sequence aggregation
aggregates trust along an information flow path. Here conditional independency is assumed, which
B(r, s) = α
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Figure 7.

Pictorial representation of various trust aggregation schemes

assumes that an event is directly dependent only on its parents. Parallel aggregation aggregates trust
from different parallel paths using different weights. The weight of a path is the ratio between number
of samples in that particular path and the total number of samples received.
The Weighted Ordered Weighted Averaging (WOWA) operator is used as an aggregation operator in
[119] to compute the aggregated trust. WOWA combines the advantages of both the Ordered Weighted
Average (OWA) operator and the weighted mean. WOWA uses two sets of weights: p set of weights
corresponding to the relevance of the sources (provenance) and w set of weights corresponding to the
relevance of the values.
Several aggregation schemes such as sequence, conditional sequence, parallel and parallel-loop have
been proposed in [120]. Here Si :: τi denotes assignment of trust value τi to node Si , & denotes AND
operator and ⊗ is a sequence operator. Now the sequence aggregation of Fig 7. a works as follows
S12 =

S1 :: τ1 &S2 :: τ2
(S1 ⊗ S2 ) :: (τ1 ⊗ τ2 )

(23)

Conditional sequence aggregation is shown in Fig 7. b. The mathematical form of this operation is
S1 :: τ1 &S2 :: τ2 . . . Sn :: τn
(S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ . . . Sn ) :: f⊕ (τ1 , . . . , τr )
Pr
P
where f⊕ (τ1 , . . . , τr ) = i=1 Pi × τi , ri=1 Pi = 1 and Pi is probability of choosing path i.
S1r =

(24)
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Table V
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TRUST AGGREGATION APPROACHES
Author and
year
Y.
Wang
et. al 2006
[112]

Context in use

P. Padro,
2009 [115]

Aggregation
of trust values
using
iterated
belief and trust
revision.
Weighted
average
combining
of different trust
values.

Y.
Bachrach
et. al 2009
[116], D.
Kempe et.
al
2003
[117]
J. Huang
et. al 2009
[118]

Subjective logic
based trust aggregation.

Sequence
and
parallel
aggregation
operators
are
proposed.

Trust and Performance
metrics
Trust is represented as
triplet in belief space. Set
of theorems have been
provided to prove various properties.
Trust is represented in
[0, 1]. Aggregation operations are illustrated with
examples.

Advantages

Complexity

Trust is aggregated
along with uncertainty.
Hence the aggregated
value is more reliable.
The feedback revision
of trust using max and
median criterion is a effective method.

Additional hardware
to implement the
transformation
between trust and
belief spaces.
Complexity
associated
with
Belief and trust
revision.

Trust is represented in
[0, 1]. Set of propositions have been provided
to explain the various
properties of aggregation
operators.

The trust accumulated
from different paths are
given different weights
and hence the chances
for attacks are less.

Additional hardware
to implement the
push-sum
and
weighted averaging
operations.

Subjective logic is used
to represent trust. Various aggregation operators are illustrated with
examples.

Along with the trust
certainty is also aggregated. This can increase the confidence
on the aggregation result.

Additional hardware
in terms of multiplications and weighted
average.

Performance and limitations
In the belief space
every recommendation
is given equal weight.
Hence it is prone to attacks.
This aggregation can
be used well in the belief based trust system.
The only limitation is
associated complexity.
Less communication
load as the gossips
are aggregated into
single value before
retransmission.

This
work
proves
that trust propagation
through the shortest
path may not be highly
certain.

Parallel aggregation is shown in Fig 7. c. Parallel aggregation operation among nodes 1, . . . , r is given
by
S1r =

S1 :: τ1 &S2 :: τ2 . . . Sn :: τn
(S1 ||S2 || . . . Sr ) :: f|| (τ1 , . . . , τr )

(25)

P
where f|| (τ1 , . . . , τr ) = n ri=1 τ1i . Parallel loop aggregation is shown in Fig 7. d. Here the resultant
parallel loop operation among nodes 1 to r is given by
S1r =

S1 :: τ1 &S2 :: τ2 . . . Sn :: τn
(S1 ≈ S2 ≈ . . . Sr ) :: f≈ (τ1 , . . . , τr )

(26)

P2Q
×τ1
where f≈ (τ1 , . . . , τr ) = 1−P1 ×
for P1 + P2 = 1.
1≤i≤n τi
An aggregation operation in the form of multiplication is proposed in [121]. Here the trust values
along the path from source to destination get multiplied.
A detailed comparison of different trust aggregation schemes used in MANET is provided in Table V.

C. Trust prediction
Trust prediction is a method of predicting potentially unknown trust between nodes using the present
and past behaviour of nodes and also the recommendations received from other nodes.
A pervasive trust model inspired by human system is proposed in [122]. This work uses a set of present
observations (i.e., direct experiences) in Kalman filter theory to predict the future state of the system. In
this trust prediction model, new trust observations are fed in by means of a set of recursive mathematical
equations to increase the accuracy of the prediction. It calculates the discrepancy between the trust value
claimed by the node and the actual trust value. Based on this discrepancy the trust of the node will be
predicted. Larger is the discrepancy, lower will be the trust value. Another reputation prediction model
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Table VI
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TRUST PREDICTION APPROACHES
Authors
and year
L. Capra
et. al 2006
[122]

C.
M.
Jonker et.
al
1999
[126]

Past actions are
used to predict
the future trust
value
using
mathematical
inductions.

Trust and Performance
metric
Trust is measured in
[0, 1]. Prediction accuracy for various noise
covariance matrix is
analyzed.
Trust/reputation is assumed to be a continuous variable bounded
in an interval. Convergence time and prediction accuracies are analyzed.
Trust is represented in
fuzzy type of descriptions. The update function has been analyzed
with quantitative illustrations.

F. M. Ham
et. al 2009
[127]

Internal
parameters
of the target
node is used in
trust prediction.

Trust is measured in
[0, 1]. The convergence
time and also false
alarms are used as performance metrics.

X. Wang
et. al 2010
[123]

Context in use
Uses Kalman
filter
theory
to predict the
future
trust
values.
Kalman
filter
based
aggregation
and prediction.

Advantages

Complexity

Performance and limitations

Well
established
Kalman filter is
used for prediction.
The
prediction
accuracy is higher.
Prediction is based
on several observations from many
agents. Hence the
accuracy is high.

Additional hardware
complexity
in
implementing
the
feedback
loop
in
Kalman filters.
Additional
computational
complexity
in
implementing
the
Kalman filter.

This algorithm can be readily implemented with the expense of additional complexity
as Kalman filter is a widely
used prediction model.
This system may not give good
result when the correlation coefficient is less between different observed samples.

Good accuracy can
be achieved as long
as more samples
are available.

Performance of this system depends on depth of the memory
and number of data samples
collected.

Generic approach
and not depend on
applications.

Requires
additional
memory
to
store
past
history
of
actions. Mathematical
induction
requires
computational
resources.
RBF-NN is complex to
implement and requires
large amount of observations.

The observation of internal parameters of the target node may
compromise its confidentiality
and privacy. The RBF-NN is
slow in convergence.

based on Kalman filter is proposed in [123]. Here the reputation values received from different nodes are
aggregated in the feedback system in Kalman filter. Kalman filter also produces the prediction variance.
This variance is used to predict the reputation of the target node.
A trust prediction algorithm based on the concepts of trust mirroring and trust teleportation is proposed
in [124]. In trust mirroring, the environment, interest and competency similarities of people are interpreted
directly as an indicator for future trust. For example, node a observes that node b has similar interests
and opinion on events based on past interactions then node a tends to trust the future behaviours of node
b. In trust teleportation, if we assume node a has established trust relationship with b in the past, then
all other nodes having similar interests and capabilities of b may become similarly trusted by a in the
future.
A trust prediction scheme based on Resnick’s prediction formula is proposed in [125]. The reliability
of a partner to deliver accurate recommendations in the past is used as an important factor in the trust
predictions. That is, if a node made significant amount of accurate predictions in the past, then he/she
can be viewed as more trustworthy than another node that has made many poor predictions.
A trust prediction based on mathematical induction is proposed in [126]. Authors propose strategies
to model the fluctuations of trust which is essentially used in predicting the trust value. There are two
strategies proposed. The first strategy is to formally model the fluctuations of trust to formalize the
dependency of trust on past experiences and trust representation for future. The second strategy is to
formally model the fluctuations of trust in an inductive manner by a mathematical function relating a
current trust representation and a current experience to the future trust representation.
[127] uses Radial Basis Function-Neural Network (RBF-NN) to estimate the reputation of nodes based
on their internal attributes as opposed to their observed activity. Here the nodes are determined/identified
with set of parameters. Each node is assumed to be aware of the initial setting parameter of the target
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Table VII
I NFLUENCE OF VARIOUS NETWORK DYNAMICS ON THE TRUST DYNAMICS
Trust
Dynamics
Trust
propagation

Trust
aggregation

Trust
prediction

Advantages

Disadvantages

Impact of network dynamics on trust dynamics

Trust propagation can serve as
a first level information to prepare a node to have interactions with any strange node.
Propagation of trust can help
nodes to form a sub group and
jointly combat the misbehaving
activities.
Aggregation improves accuracy on the trust estimation.
More the data for aggregation
more will be the accuracy.

Propagation has to
be controlled by
efficient algorithms
otherwise it will lead
to additional over
heads.

Mobility
Mobility helps to
propagate the trust
naturally
[128].
The more mobility
the quicker will be
the propagation of
trust.

Network density
More dense the
network is, more
faster will be the
trust propagation
as the connectivity
increases
with
density.

Link breakages
Link breakage makes
the trust propagation
worse. More volatile
the link more severe
its effect on propagating the trust information.

Complex aggregation
algorithms may increase computational
burden.

There are more
chances
of
collecting
more
trust
data
for
aggregation as the
mobility increases.

Link breakage affects
the trust aggregation.
Because,
when
the link breaks it
is hard to collect
enough samples for
aggregations.

Trust predictions help the node
to be cautious to avoid any
potential danger while communicating with strange nodes.

In most of the prediction algorithms, accuracy depends on
the number of samples available. This
demands more memory on nodes.

Mobility
may
weaken the trust
prediction as it
will be difficult to
track the behaviour
as the nodes move
away.

Aggregation also
improves with the
node density as
more data will
be available for
aggregation when
the network density
increases.
More
dense
the
network
more
samples
available
for
prediction
hence
the
prediction
improves with the
network density.

Link breakage affects
the trust prediction.
Because, when the
link breaks it is hard
to predict the performance as it may
be because of link
volatility or due to
node’s behaviour.

node. Now based on various attacks on the target node, the trustor node adjusts its opinion parameters
on target node using some mathematical tools. These adjusted parameters will be used in RBF-NN to
predict the future behaviour of the target node.
A detailed comparison of various trust predictions schemes used in MANETs trust management system
is provided in Table VI.
Summary:
Propagation, aggregation and prediction of trust are considered to be a winning combination as it solves
some of the important issues at a minimal cost. Using these combination a trustor node can calculate
accurately the trust value on future behaviour of target node though they are far apart. This will highly
help the trustor node to have secure communications with the target node.
MANETs are highly dynamic networks. The connectivity, neighbourhood and association change continuously in this network and hence the trust and its dynamics. Some of the network dynamics are:
mobility, network density, link breakages. Table VII gives the broad summary of influence of above listed
network dynamics on the trust dynamics.
V. A PPLICATION

OF

T RUST IN S ECURITY

Applications of trust management is enormous in mobile networks [20]. In this section we analyze
one of the important application namely network security. There are various means to provide network
security. However, cryptography is one of the most explored and widely deployed way of providing
security services. Cryptographic measures are often classified as hard security measures [16], [75] which
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Authentication

Access
control
Non
repudiation

Confidentiality

Cryptography based
hard security

Reliability
Availability

Integrity

(a) Cryptography based hard security services

Figure 8.

Trust based
soft security

Quality of
information

Malicious/
malfunctioning
activity

(b) Trust based soft security services

Pictorial representation of the hard and soft security services

provide partial security solutions by enabling data confidentiality, integrity, node authentication and nonrepudiation. The hard security components are shown in Fig 8. a. Hard security is one time binary
type solution where nodes either pass the security check or fail. In some situation nodes can behave as
legitimate participants in the initial stage in a collaborative group and therefore pass the traditional
cryptographic security checks. However, they could turn out to be selfish players and report false
measurements either with malicious intentions or due to faulty components. Hard security scheme cannot
help in detecting/preventing these kind of behaviours as these behaviours are continuously changing.
Binary type of solution will not be effective. In addition reliability/trustworthiness of the information
received from nodes, quality of information assessment and providing various levels of access control
cannot be done effectively through hard security. The category of threat which are purely due to node
behaviours are classified as soft security [16], [75]. Soft security components are shown in Fig. 8. b.
Soft security threats can be most effectively handled using trust management systems [17], [129]. Trust
management cannot be seen as a complete replacement for cryptography, rather a supplement to it.
Cryptography and trust managements can work together to provide holistic security solution in MANET.
In this section, we review some of the literature handling soft security services such as malicious node
detection, quality of information assessment, node reliability/trustworthiness using trust based approach.
Though trust mechanisms can also be used in cryptography based hard security to improve its effectiveness
[130]–[133] we skip that here as cryptography requires infrastructure for key management which is hard
to achieve in MANET.
Trust and soft security:
A malicious node detection mechanism based on trust computations for wireless adhoc network is
proposed in [134]. In this approach a trust authority collects the complaint reports (alarms) from users
about the neighbours malicious activities. Trust authority integrates its direct observations on malicious
node with the complaint reports it received from authenticated devices to create a global reputation vector.
This vector will be distributed by the agent to all members of the network. Authenticated nodes aggregate
the global trust vector received from the trust agent with their local trust vector to decide what level
of trust to assign to a device. Malicious nodes will be detected whenever this trust level drops below a
certain threshold.
A trust-based misbehavior detection and secure routing model known as Secure MANET Routing with
Trust Intrigue (SMRTI) is proposed in [135]. A similar approach of hybrid trust evaluation as in [134]
is followed here. SMRTI applies the trust prediction strategy and then decide whether to forward the
packet to the neighbour node or pass that particular neighbour node. A similar work on the malicious
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node detection using trust evaluations has been proposed in [136].
There has been a considerable work on the network trust and information security. The trust level
of nodes play inevitable role in assessing the information trustworthiness. The underlined assumption
is that if we know the history of information such as origin and details of the nodes who processed it
(provenance details) then we can evaluate the information trust and node level trust. We highlight some
recent work on the provenance based information trust evaluation in this section.
An agent-based approach to manage the trustworthiness of information in a dynamic information
sharing environment is presented in [137]. In this model, information is stored and made available in
the form of information objects, which consist of meta data and payload. The meta data defines a set of
attributes of an information object including the origin history of the data (provenance). Using the meta
data provenance graph for a derived information object can be built, which is used to determine whether
two trust assessments are independent or not. Dempster-Shafer theory is then used for evaluating the
trustworthiness of information objects.
Another data provenance trust model which estimates the level of trustworthiness of both information
and information providers by assigning trust scores to them is proposed in [138]. Various aspects that
may affect the trustworthiness of the data have been taken into account, which are (1) data similarity,
(2) path similarity, (3) data conflict and (4) data deduction. An information item is likely to be true if
it is provided by trustworthy node and node is trustworthy if it provides true information most of the
time. Based on such inter-dependency an iterative procedure is developed to compute the trust scores of
information.
Information trust assessment based on path and information similarity is proposed in [83]. The idea
is that when the information item received from totally disjoint paths and the information contents are
similar, then it is highly likely that the information is trustworthy and also all the nodes which processed
the information are trustworthy. A feedback mechanism is presented to adaptively adjust the trust value
of nodes based on the information trustworthiness evaluated at the receiver.
The trustworthiness evaluation model that presented in [138] is vulnerable to collusion attacks [139].
Majority rule based technique to detect the malicious colluding parties is proposed in [139]. C0 , . . . , Ci
are assumed to be the clusters of information items which provide some evidences for an event E . If the
average trust score of Ck (0 ≤ k ≤ i) is larger than the average trust scores of any other clusters, then
the information items in Ck are assumed to be correct, and the information items in the other clusters
are incorrect. Based on this detection, penalty functions are proposed to reduce the trust scores of nodes
that generated the colluding evidence items.
Some open research issues on provenance based information trust analysis have been pointed out in
[140].
VI. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

Trust and its management are exciting fields of research. The rich literature growing around trust
give us a strong indication that this is an important area of research. Trust as a concept has a wide
variety of adaptations and applications, which causes divergence in trust management terminology. The
goal of this paper is to provide MANETs designers with multiple perspectives on the concept of trust, an
understanding of the properties that should be considered in developing a trust metric, and insights on how
trust can be computed. We started this paper by presenting various definitions of trust and metrics used
for evaluating trust. We then presented a comprehensive survey of various trust computing approaches,
their comparisons with respect to various attack models and computational requirements. We analyzed
various literature on the trust dynamics such as trust propagation, aggregation and predictions. Finally
we have provided a section detailing the application of trust mechanisms in security.
The trust schemes presented in this study cover a wide range of application and are based on many
different types of mechanisms. There is no single solution that will be suitable in all contexts and
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applications. While designing a new trust system, it is necessary to consider the constraints and the type
of information that can be used as input by the network. A general observation is that so far, the existing
research work and proposals lack completeness. There are important issues yet to be addressed. Some
of them include:
• Impact of network dynamics on trust: Though, we have given a brief outline about impact
of network dynamics on the various trust dynamics, the detailed analysis of the impact has to
be addressed. For example, mobility can impact the trust propagations and various other security
paradigms. But the clear quantifiable relationship is yet to be determined. Similarly, the relationship
between other network dynamics (including link dynamics, network density) and trust and its
dynamics are yet to be analyzed.
• Computations of trust in cooperative and noncooperative games: In a self organized distributed
network, nodes can give positive or negative recommendations about others either genuinely or maliciously with some self interest. These aspects are analogous to situations in complex systems with
game theoretic interactions [141]. The games can be non cooperative where every node plays game
independently or cooperative where a set of nodes form sub groups and play game together against
the rest of nodes [142]. Non cooperative games are tractable using Nash equilibrium [143]. Trust
computation with cooperative game is not well analyzed yet. The earlier attempts are preliminary in
nature and these attempts exploits the collaborations in positive way to obtain the trust scores [142].
• Impact of heterogeneous nodes on trust: Wireless networks could be highly heterogeneous. The
heterogeneity could be in terms of the roles of the nodes, their inherent capability and security.
Heterogeneity implies that not all nodes or their contents can be treated equally when it comes to
trust evaluations. Thus, the same functional descriptions will not be applied to evaluate the trust
levels of all nodes and their information. Investigation is needed on incorporating network dynamics
and heterogeneity in the trust evaluation functions.
• Security paradigms to enhance trust in the network: The data delivery capabilities and security
properties of the network directly impact the level of trust a recipient places on the information
received. As an example, it is possible that a piece of information cannot be fully trusted unless its
source and the path over which it is received are authenticated. If authentication services are not
available one must decide whether to have the untrusted information or none at all. Further research
is required to characterize these metrics through modelling efforts and to determine the degree to
which security properties influence the network trust.
• Social and context dependent trust: Social relationship and context based trust by establishing
social communities among entities has received considerable attention in recent days [144]. However, this is still unexplored area with respect to MANET. The complex dependence between the
communications network, the social network, and the application network is not yet explored in
MANET. The social communities can also help in validating the trust measurements. Validation of
measured trust is another major area of future research.
We hope that the near future will bring consolidation around a set of fundamental principles for building
trust and its various related issues, and that these will be realized in practical and commercial applications.
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